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The international legislation of international investment,consists of the shape of 
BIT、RIT and MAI and so on.Although the present international investment 
legislation states the transformation from the traditional BIT and regional rule to the 
multilateral rule,lack of uniform framework and scattered exist in unilateral、bilateral、
regional and multilateral specialized and relevant law.As a matter of fact, 
international community never gives up the effort of confirming the universal binding 
of global investment substantiative law,but in vain.The effort of Setting up a 
multilateral treaty had started half of the century,but due to the interest and 
contradictions among investor、capital exporting country、host country and NGOs had 
not reasonable sloved,to some extent frustrated the construction of multilateral 
investment.As we all know, multilateral investment treaty plays an important role in 
adjusting the relationship regarding invest among the investor、capital exporting 
country and host country worldwide. Hence,what we should do is how to consolidate 
their interest,particularly between the developed country and developing country. 
Based on that,this article tries to interpret the international investment treaty in the 
interest analysis way.besides,the research of international economic law have made 
great progress,but still exists some severer shortage,illustrated by the exploration of 
basic theory.By inputing the interest analysis of jurisprudence,to make the effort in 
the way of seeking for the basic theory of international economic law. This article 
consists of four parts,the first part mainly discusses the relevant theory of interest 
law,even based on that,combined with the history evolution of international 
investment treaty to illustrate the international investment treaty is full of interest 
conflict and consolidation;the second part selects the main shape of recent 
international investment treaty, and analyse the interest conflict and predict the 
prospects of multilateral investment treaty---the international investment treaty 













treaty in the way of the substantative and procedural separately;the fourth part 
combines the interest law and international investment treaty,from the viewpoint of 
jurisprudence, pointed out the value tendency of international investment law is 
mutual interest.  



























Abberviations Full name  中文含义 
BIT Bilateral investment treaty 双边投资条约 
RIT Regional investment treaty 区域性投资协定 
MIT Multilateral investment treaty 多边性投资协定 
IIT International investment treaty 国际投资条约 
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